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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

 

Morning Trends   

as of 5:00 AM CST  

Corn 1 to 3 higher 

Wheat 1 to 3 higher 

Beans 4 to 6 higher 

Soy Meal .5 around 

Soy Oil 80 to 85 higher   

 

 

Weather: There is a ridge in the northeastern Pacific, a trough over central Canada, a cutoff low off of the 
California coast, and a disturbance moving out of the Rockies. The disturbance will grow as it moves east of the 
Rockies, likely cutting off from the flow this weekend. The western ridge is forecast to expand eastward next 
week. There is much uncertainty in how the upper-level low will react to the expanding ridge.  The U.S. and 
European models have continue to show significant differences in the movement of the upper-low, introducing 
plenty of uncertainty into the forecast. I will use the European ensemble of models, but this dilutes potential 
rainfall. For the outlook period, temperatures on Wednesday will be near to below normal across the Central and 
Southern Plains and near to above normal elsewhere. Temperatures will waffle some east of the Rockies but will 
remain well above normal in the Pacific Northwest. A cutoff low will meander across the middle of the country, 
producing scattered showers near and east of its location. This is likely to culminate in scattered showers for 
much of the Midwest south to the Gulf Coast though there is uncertainty as to where the showers will occur. -
DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (LIVESTOCK/SPRING WHEAT/CORN/SOYBEANS): Scattered showers have moved 
through the region over the past couple of days, but with very little rainfall. Scattered showers will continue 
through the weekend but are likely to be isolated and mostly light and should not have a significant impact on the 
ongoing drought conditions. However, producers will take the rain when they can get it with crop ratings so low. -
DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (WINTER WHEAT/LIVESTOCK/CORN/SOYBEANS): Scattered showers 
continued to move through on Thursday, and we have seen some good rainfall across portions of Nebraska and 
Kansas thus far. This bodes well for developing corn and soybeans but may delay the winter wheat harvest. 
With scattered showers continuing through the weekend, and across the south next week due to a stalled frontal 
boundary, more delays to the wheat harvest are likely. -DTN 

MIDWEST (WINTER WHEAT/CORN/SOYBEANS): Heavy rain moved through Iowa, Missouri, and other 
portions of the central Midwest on Thursday, adding to soil moisture but causing flooding in some areas. More 
showers are expected through this weekend and will likely be heaviest from northern Missouri into southern 
Michigan as a front stalls in this area through next week. Outside of Minnesota and areas south of the stalled 
front, rainfall will be good for the next week, but will produce some flooding too. In Minnesota, showers will not 
be enough to reduce ongoing drought conditions. -DTN 

The Stories of the Day: 

 
Not over yet, not only do we have the Delta variant we now have Delta + 
Delta Covid variant has a new mutation called 'delta plus': Here's what you 
need to know (msn.com)    
 
Russia talking tough Russia says next time it may fire to hit intruding 
warships (msn.com) 
 
Our feeling about Weather Market Mondays The Bangles - Manic Monday HD 
(Live - 2008) - YouTube  
  
 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/delta-covid-variant-has-a-new-mutation-called-delta-plus-heres-what-you-need-to-know/ar-AALojMg?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/delta-covid-variant-has-a-new-mutation-called-delta-plus-heres-what-you-need-to-know/ar-AALojMg?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/russia-says-next-time-it-may-fire-to-hit-intruding-warships/ar-AALoFZX?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/russia-says-next-time-it-may-fire-to-hit-intruding-warships/ar-AALoFZX?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHP6f6MQ_sA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHP6f6MQ_sA
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DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON): A front will get close to the region this weekend but is forecast to stay north of 
the region. Some isolated showers will be possible over the next week, but any flooding rainfall looks to stay to 
the north for now. This bodes well for developing cotton and soybeans.  

SOUTHEAST (COTTON/LIVESTOCK): Periods of showers will occur daily across the region over the next 
week. Some areas will likely be missed, but soil moisture should largely remain favorable for developing cotton. -
DTN 

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (SPRING WHEAT/CANOLA): Temperatures will be more above normal than below it for 
the next week or two, though we could see some waffling at times. Soil moisture is declining due to a lack of 
consistent showers over the last week. More rainfall will be necessary for developing wheat and canola, though 
there is very little in the forecast over the next week. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/WINTER WHEAT): Central areas continue to be dry, but southern areas will see even more 
precipitation chances this weekend and into next week. Cold temperatures moving into southern corn areas next 
week could produce some limited frost potential, further damaging corn prospects. Corn continues to see terrible 
conditions as they get closer to or through maturity, but conditions are mostly favorable for developing wheat, 
even despite the cold. -DTN  

ARGENTINA (CORN/WINTER WHEAT): The corn harvest is still far behind schedule and recent showers 
across the north likely delayed it further. Cold temperatures moving back into the region will keep growth slow for 
developing wheat. -DTN 

EUROPE (SPRING WHEAT/CORN): Conditions have been rather favorable for most crops across the continent. 
A system in the central will continue to slowly move east through the weekend with periods of showers benefiting 
developing crops. Hot temperatures will continue east of this system until it arrives, however. Showers 
redeveloping across the west will continue to produce favorable soil moisture for developing wheat and corn. -
DTN 

UKRAINE/SOUTHWEST RUSSIA (WHEAT/CORN/SUNFLOWERS): Heat in the region continues ahead of a 
system slowly pushing in from the west. Temperatures have eclipsed 100 Fahrenheit several days this week in 
southwest Russia, drying topsoil moisture. The heat will abate as the showers move in, but that may take until 
the middle of next week for western Russia. Developing spring wheat and corn are likely impacted by the heat 
and dryness while winter wheat may benefit for maturation. -DTN 

CENTRAL RUSSIA/KAZAKHSTAN (SPRING WHEAT/GRAINS): Scattered showers in the area over the last 
several days have been beneficial where they occurred and temperatures dropping well below normal helped to 
reduce drought stress for developing spring grains. An upper-level low providing both the showers and cool 
temperatures will stick around the region for the next week. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT/CANOLA): Conditions are very good for developing wheat and canola. Periods 
of showers have been rather consistent and continue to be so for the next week. -DTN 

CHINA (CORN/SOYBEANS): Conditions are mostly favorable over the northeast for developing corn and 
soybeans. -DTN 

INDIA (COTTON/SOYBEANS): Widespread showers continue to develop as the monsoon treks northward 
through the country, allowing for more planting for cotton and soybeans. Conditions are very favorable for 
developing crops. -DTN 

Headlines 

> Malaysian Sept Palm Oil is down 2 Ringgits       
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> Dalian Futures Exchange were lower Sept Corn down 4 to the Yuan, Sept Beans down 72, Sept Meal down 6, 
Sept Bean Oil down 30, Sept Palm Oil down 2 

> Asian Equity Markets were higher, Japan’s Nikkei up .7%, China’s Shanghai up 1.2% 

> European Equity Markets are mixed, German Dax down .2%, London FTSE up .2% 

> MATIF Markets are mixed to lower, Aug Corn down .25 to the Euro, August Rapeseed up 3.50, Sept Wheat 
down .25   

> Save the Date…June 30th…Grain Stocks and Planted Acres 

> Save the Date…July 1st…Next meeting of OPEC+ Media outlets citing OPEC+ sources say the group is 
considering loosening production curbs by 0.5 million bpd in August. -QT 

> Save the Date…July 2nd US Unemployment number 

> Save the Date…July 5th… US National Holiday  

> Save the Date…July 12th…US Crop Production and S&D Reports  

> Save the Date…July 31st…US Government set to run out of Money    

> FAW/ASF/Bird Flu all quiet for one day   

> Locust, in the Western US could be the biggest outbreak since the 1980s Historic drought in West brings 
plague of grasshoppers (nypost.com)  

> PNW Heat Wave Heat wave will bake Oregon, Washington and Idaho in desert-like temperatures (msn.com)  

> EU/Russia Heat Wave records are melting Records crumble in Europe, Russia amid scorching heat wave - 
The Washington Post  

> Brazilian Drought Roll On Worst drought in decades puts Brazil energy, agri interests on alert - La Prensa 
Latina Media  

> We have a deal ‘We can find common ground’: Biden’s faith in bipartisanship is rewarded — at least for now 
(msn.com)  

> CFTC weekly Managed Money Fund Position Report will be out at 2:30 PM CDT…as of the close of 6/22 we 
feel the MM Funds were short 22,396 wheat, long 220,230 corn, long 78,892 beans, long 11,592 meal, and long 
47,226 bean oil contracts  

Commentary  

AgResource last night summed up the markets well. They pointed out in the Long Run we are still in an 
unfolding demand led bull market, but in the Short Run we are in a down draft of a supply side sell off based on 
improved Midwest weather. The bull wants to talk about post Covid emerging markets rebound, the bear has the 
easier job of pointing out overnight radar loops from the I-70/I-80 corridor. The weather markets will continue to 
dominate the conversation right up to and through next Wednesday’s USDA Quarterly Grain Stocks and Planted 
Acres Reports. The trade will be looking for the planted acres numbers to fine tune what weather premium 
should be as we head into July, the most import weather month for the US corn crop. But being a long-term 
demand bull, we feel the most interesting numbers will be the stocks numbers and how they might impact the old 

https://nypost.com/2021/06/24/historic-drought-in-west-brings-plague-of-grasshoppers/
https://nypost.com/2021/06/24/historic-drought-in-west-brings-plague-of-grasshoppers/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/topstories/heat-wave-will-bake-oregon-washington-and-idaho-in-desert-like-temperatures/ar-AALo69M?ocid=BingNewsSearch
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2021/06/24/june-heat-wave-europe-russia/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2021/06/24/june-heat-wave-europe-russia/
https://www.laprensalatina.com/worst-drought-in-decades-puts-brazil-energy-agri-interests-on-alert/
https://www.laprensalatina.com/worst-drought-in-decades-puts-brazil-energy-agri-interests-on-alert/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/we-can-find-common-ground-bidens-faith-in-bipartisanship-is-rewarded-%e2%80%94-at-least-for-now/ar-AALpxJd?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/we-can-find-common-ground-bidens-faith-in-bipartisanship-is-rewarded-%e2%80%94-at-least-for-now/ar-AALpxJd?li=BBnb7Kz
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crop carryout. There are a lot of moving parts but day to day price action remains rooted in the supply side of the 
equation.  

Flood watches are up today for MO, S. IA, and Central IL 

 

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can 
assume the risk of loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully whether futures trading is appropriate for you 
in light of your investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST 
PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

 


